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On release, Bruce appeared comfortable in his new surroundings and was
seen scent-marking the nearest tree
PHOTOS: Tamlyn Jolly

Emdoneni Farm Manager,
Pieter Pretorius, with owners
Cecillie and Louis Nel who
experienced ‘mixed emotions’
when releasing Bruce and
Muhle

New
pastures
for serval
pair
TAMLYN JOLLY
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Terms and conditions apply. Only applicable to children under the age of 12. Valid Mondays to Thursdays (excluding public holidays), from 15:00 to close.
Adult meal to be off of the main menu and over the value of R50.00. One adult meal per kiddies meal. If two children accompany one adult, the more
expensive kiddies meal will be billed. If two or more children accompany one adult then only the cheapest meal on the menu will be free. Free kiddies
meals are off the kiddies menu and do not include a drink or toy. This deal does not apply for children’s parties.

TWO serval from Emdoneni Cat Sanctuary swapped their enclosure for the
great outdoors in early March when
they were released into Mkhuze Game
Reserve.
The five-and-a-half year-old male and
female, Bruce and Muhle, were transported from the sanctuary near Hluhluwe in cheetah-sized release crates
to Mkhuze Game Reserve under ideal
conditions.
If the weather is too hot, the cats could
become unnecessarily stressed which
would negatively impact their health. For
the entire journey north, both cats were
calm and appeared to sleep most of the
way.
The serval, a medium-sized spotted
cat, lives in reeds around pans and
feasts on anything from vlei rats to
guinea fowl.
Also avid tree climbers, in the days
prior to his release, Bruce was known to
catch bush babies in the canopies.
Once inside Mkhuze Game Reserve,
the pair was driven to the area near
Nsumo Pan, ideal serval territory, their
release crates placed side by side in
the long grass. Bruce’s crate was the
first to be opened and was done so
by Pieter Pretorius, Emdoneni Farm
Manager. Less than 10 seconds after
the crate was opened, Bruce slowly yet
authoritatively exited and eyed out his
new territory, making his way through
the long grass.
Within minutes he was seen scentmarking at the base of the nearest tree.
Muhle’s crate had to be tipped on its
edge to encourage her exit, after which
she sprang out and bounded over the
long grass to the nearest tree.
Unlike lions and cheetah, serval need
not be quarantined prior to capturing,
nor kept in a boma to acclimatise to their
new surroundings. Even most handreared serval can be released once they
reach a certain age.
Both Bruce and Muhle were collared
a few weeks prior to their release into
Mkhuze where they will be monitored
by the Wildlife Act charity to ensure
their safety. Recent sightings of both
cats point towards their settling in well.
Although the pair is unrelated, chances
of their staying together are slim.
Cecillie Nel, co-owner of Emdoneni Cat
Sanctuary with her husband Louis, said
she had ‘mixed emotions’ after releasing
Bruce and Muhle.
‘It’s good for the survival of the species
but releasing cats is always emotional.’
The sanctuary is preparing for the release of two more serval later in the year.

